
BPFTN exists to support its member groups. By  becoming an individual member you will:
enable BPFTN to strengthen, grow and extend its support to over forty groups across Wales,
Scotland and England involved in friendship and twinning. Our groups are many and their
activities are varied - they raise awareness about what is happening to their friends in Palestine,
offer solidarity and connection to people who often feel like the world has forgotten them, enjoy
mutual friendships, host and take part in visits, raise funds and work together to make friends,
build solidarity and inspire hope. 
hear of a wide range of events organised by groups across the country, which often promote
culture, art, craft, food and heritage appreciation
have the chance to receive periodic updates from the network about its activities 
join the private Facebook group set up to support those involved in friendship and twinning 
be invited to the AGM and annual conference (groups have voting rights at the AGM)
have access to a network of experience and support if you wanted to set up or join a friendship
or twininng initiative yourself

‘People in Palestine have never felt so alone, so endangered. They should know
we here are with them. This network is solidarity in practice. We can show
support and sustain BPFTN, by joining on an individual basis. Please do!’

Sir Vincent Fean, former UK Consul General in Jerusalem, Patron of BPFTN

Membership is available through standing order of £30, £20, or £10 depending on what
you’re able to pay. Please get in touch if you’re interested in joining or have any questions:

palestinetwinning@gmail.com
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individual members - why join us?

BPFTN is delighted to offer individuals the chance to join our friendship and solidarity
movement, regardless of whether you are affiliated with a member group. BPFTN is run
almost entirely on a voluntary basis but has benefited hugely from professional support in
the last few years. Joining BPFTN as an individual member will help the network continue
to grow, strengthen and develop at a time when friendship with the people of Palestine has
never been more important. 
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